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A Leakage Compensation Design for
Low Supply Voltage SRAM
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Abstract— A leakage current compensation design for
nanoscale SRAMs is proposed in this paper. The proposed
compensation design is composed of a leakage current sensor,
which generates a warning signal if the leakage is over a
predefined threshold, and a compensation circuit following the
sensor, which will be activated to speed up the read operation.
At 0.6 V system voltage, the proposed compensation design
reduces 27.86% of the average power dissipation, and 54.88%
of the read delay at the expense of 3.64% area overhead. The
proposed Static Random-Access Memory is implemented using
the TSMC 40-nm CMOS logic technology. The energy per access
is measured to be 0.9411 pJ given a 600-mV power supply and
a 54-MHz system clock rate.
Index Terms— Compensation circuit, disturbfree, leakage
sensor, single-ended Static Random-Access Memory cell, SRAM.

I. I NTRODUCTION

S

RAM HAS been an important role in many products, e.g.,
the cache of CPU. To extend the operation time and reduce
power dissipation, Static Random-Access Memory (SRAM) is
usually fabricated using advanced processes. However, as the
technology evolving toward the nanometer scale, the leakage
becomes a threat. The operation frequency and the power
consumption of SRAMs will be deteriorated, because the leakage current increases exponentially with the drop of threshold
voltage (Vth ) and gate oxides [1]–[3]. Although the high Vth
CMOS has been deemed as a solution to the mentioned issues,
it will slow down the operation speed of SRAMs. Therefore,
to reduce the leakage and increase the operation speed, three
major design approaches were proposed as follows.
1) Current Mode Sense Amplification [4], [5]: Since the
CMOS technology has been scaled down very fast, the
bitline capacitances may be too large for an SRAM cell
to drive. During a read operation, the sense amplifier
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Fig. 1.

SRAM with sense amplification [4].

predetermines the output result by sensing the differential current on two bitlines (BL1 and BLb1 ), as shown
in Fig. 1, such that the low power and high speed would
be feasible [4]. Notably, the output delay is irrelevant of
the bitline capacitances in such a scenario.
2) Current Compensation Circuit [6], [7]: One of the
classic current compensation circuits is shown
in Fig. 2 [6]. When the SRAM begins to work, the
current compensation circuit detects the leakage current
of each bitline, and then injects a proper current into the
corresponding bitline. For an example, an SRAM array
has N cells, where n of the N cell is stored with logic 1,
and the rest are stored with logic 0, as shown in Fig. 2.
If the bitline leakage is detected, the current
compensation circuit injects n × IOFF into BLb2 ,
and (N − n) × IOFF into BL2 , where IOFF is the cutoff
leakage current. Then, when one of the SRAM cells
is activated to read mode, the speed will be enhanced,
since the cell does not need to be affected by the
leakage current caused by the other cells. Although
this way cannot reduce the leakage current, the access
speed of the SRAM will be improved.
3) Secondary Supply [8]: By using another higher supply
voltage, the access of the SRAM cell will be fastened.
For example, by boosting the bitline voltage, the write
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Fig. 4.

Block diagram of the proposed SRAM.

Fig. 5.

Schematic of a 5T SRAM cell.

SRAM with current compensation circuit [6].

8T SRAM cell with stack forcing in pull-down nMOS [9].

speed can be improved due to the current of the access
transistor is increased. By contrast, by boosting the
supply voltage and reversing body bias voltage in the
6T SRAM cell, the leakage reduction is better than
the 8T SRAM cell with stack forcing in pull-down
nMOS, as shown in Fig. 3 [9].
In this paper, we propose a new compensation design. The
proposed circuit is composed of a leakage current sensor and
a compensation circuit. A leakage current sensor is utilized
to sense the voltage drop caused by the leakage current.
A compensation circuit will speed up the read operation
of SRAM if the leakage is detected and confirmed. The
proposed SRAM fabricated using the TSMC 40-nm CMOS
logic process is proved on silicon to operate at 54 MHz with
a 600-mV power supply, and the energy per access is measured
to be 0.9411 pJ. At 0.6 V system voltage, the proposed
compensation design reduces 54.88% of the read delay at the
expense of 3.64% area overhead.
II. 5T SRAM W ITH L EAKAGE S ENSOR
AND R EAD D ELAY C OMPENSATION
The structure of the proposed SRAM using the leakage
current sensor and the compensation circuit is shown in Fig. 4.

To demonstrate the effect of the proposed compensation
circuitry, two SRAM arrays are carried on the same die sharing
common row decoder and column decoder. Notably, the
1-kb SRAM array with compensation only needs
bit_addr[4:0], while the 4-kb SRAM array without
compensation needs bit_addr[6:0]. A control circuit includes
several MUXs, which allow BIST_in to select either the
normal operation mode or the build-in-self-test (BIST)
mode. wr_in determines the entire SRAM is the read mode
(wr_in = logic 1) or the write mode (wr_in = logic 0),
respectively. word_addr and bit_addr drive column and row
decoders to select the corresponding cell, respectively. Data
will be stored in the SRAM array via data_in. clk represents
the system clock. Notably, the output of the compensated
design is data_out_t, while the output of the uncompensated
design is data_out. The details of each circuit, as shown
in Fig. 4, will be introduced in the following context.
A. Single-Ended Disturbfree 5T Loadless SRAM Cell
Fig. 5 shows a 5T SRAM cell coupled with an inverter.
To reduce the cutoff leakage current, high Vth
pMOS transistors, MP301 and MP302, consist of a latchlike
storage. Low Vth nMOS transistors, MN301 and MN302, are
used as access switches to supply large current for driving
the bitline. The single-ended 5T structure is featured by
an additional MOS, MN303, which is controlled by word
line (WL) to access Qb such that the internal data state stored
in Q will not be interfered by the other cells coupled to BLb.
Several advantages of the single-ended disturbfree 5T loadless
SRAM cell have been reported, including low power, better
read static noise margin (SNM), and disturbfree write access.
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Read timing diagram of the proposed SRAM cell.

Fig. 8.

Schematics of leakage current sensor and compensation circuit.

B. Leakage Current Sensor
Fig. 7.

Write timing diagram of the proposed SRAM cell.

Since the proposed single-ended SRAM cell has no path to
ground on nodes Q and Qb, a hidden self-refreshing path
is used to neutralize the leakage [10]. With the proven best
power delay product (PDP), eight SRAM cells are coupled
with a shared inverter in [10].
Figs. 6 and 7 show the read and write timing diagrams,
respectively. The steps of each access are described as follows.
1) Read Access:
a) Step 1: Referring to Fig. 6, after clk rises high, the
predischarge is then pulled high to discharge BLB
to ensure that the parasitic capacitance on BLB
would not be charged back to the SRAM cell.
b) Step 2: After discharging BLB, WL and WE/RD
are pulled high to turn ON MN303 and MN302,
respectively. Meanwhile, the state of Qb will be
coupled to BLB.
2) Write Access:
a) Step 1: Referring to Fig. 7, after clk rises high, the
predischarge is pulled high to discharge BLB.
b) Step 2: If data_in is logic 1 (or 0), WL and WE/RD
(or WE/RD) are high to turn ON MN303 and
MN302 (or MN301), respectively. Meanwhile, the
state of Qb (or Q) will be coupled to BLB, so that
it will be overwritten.
However, once the leakage current starts to increase because
of temperature or process variations, the voltage of the node
stored with 0 state would rise to cause a longer read delay and
more power dissipation.

The proposed compensation design is composed of the
leakage current sensor and compensation circuit, as shown
in Fig. 8. A leakage current sensor consists of an SRAM cell
model and a comparator. Since a large leakage will result in
low operating frequency, high power consumption, and even
status flip in the SRAM cell, an SRAM cell model is used
as a leakage monitor generating a voltage proportional to the
leakage current, v_leakage, for comparator. If v_leakage is
higher than v_ref, comparator will notify a warning signal to
activate the following compensation circuit.
In this paper, we couple the node Q of 32 SRAM cells
together and turn OFF all transistors to serve as the SRAM cell
model. The reason is when the nodes Q of many SRAM cell
are coupled together, the corresponding leakages of these cells
are steered to the same node such that the common Q node
voltage, v_leakage, will be pulled high almost proportionally.
Fig. 9 shows the voltage of v_leakage provided that different
number SRAM cells are coupled. Apparently, the voltage
difference between the TT corner and the other process corners
is significantly enlarged. Referring to Fig. 8 again, v_leakage
stands for the common node Q in the SRAM cell model.
Fig. 10 shows the schematic of comparator, which is
basically a differential comparator to compare v_leakage with
a predefined reference voltage, v_ref. Notably, v_ref plays
a critical role in the proposed design such that v_ref must
be determined by thorough simulations. Fig. 11 shows the
voltage of v_leakage in an SRAM cell model with all process,
temperature (PT) corner simulations. The proposed 5T SRAM
cell is proved to keep the stored bit by the hidden selfrefreshing path [10]. However, during the read 0 operation,
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Fig. 9. v_leakage in the SRAM cell model versus different numbers of
SRAM cells coupled together.

Fig. 10.

Schematics of comparator.

BLb will be pulled up due to few leakage flowing from BLb
to nodes Q and Qb. It may interfere the stored bit in the
unaccessed SRAM cells if the time of the read 0 operation
is too long. This syndrome becomes very serious when the
entire circuit is operated at fast pMOS corner, since the leakage
current of the pMOS (MP301 and MP302 in Fig. 5) is higher
than that of nMOS (MN301 and MN302 in Fig. 5). Therefore,
we have to ensure that the proposed SRAM cell will be
operated correctly preferably like the scenario at TT 25 °C
corner by thorough postlayout simulations. Once the output
voltage of the SRAM cell model is higher than the voltage
at TT 25 °C corner, as the red dashed line (350 mV) shown
in Fig. 11, Compensation circuit must be activated. Then, vb2,
about 350 mV, in the MOS string of comparator in Fig. 10 is
selected and coupled to v_ref. Notably, v_leakage also depends
on the SRAM cell size, which means we can appropriately
select v_ref to be one of the six biases, vb0∼vb5, according
to the size of the SRAM cell model.
C. Read Delay Compensation
Referring to Fig. 8 again, the details of the leakage
compensation are as follows.

Fig. 11.
v_leakage in the SRAM cell model with all PT corners by
simulations.

1) Step 1: v_leakage rises to indicate that the SRAM cell
model is suffered from leakage currents.
2) Step 2: Once if v_leakage is higher than v_ref,
comparator pulls low the warning signal.
3) Step 3: As soon as the warning drops, MP303 in
compensation circuit is turned ON to pull-up BLb such
that BL drops fast. In other words, a positive feedback
is used to speed up the read access.
The leakage will slow down the entire read access,
especially in the scenario of state 0 is to be read. Therefore,
a compensation circuit consisting of two pMOS keepers,
MP303 and MP304, speeds up the read operation such that
the inverter and the following logic circuits can quickly
pass the triode region to reduce power dissipation. Notably,
since the BLb will be predischarged at the beginning of
each read operation, this compensate operation only operates,
while data bit 0 is accessed. When reading data bit 1,
it stays the same. Besides, the charging speed of the proposed
compensation circuit is determined by the size of MP303
and MP304. According to the current–voltage relation of the
capacitor, the charging time of the proposed compensation
circuit is as follows:
CBLb × VDD
(1)
tch =
i MP
where tch is the charging time of the proposed compensation
circuit, CBLb is the equivalent capacitance on BLb, i MP is the
charging current generated by MP303 and MP304, and VDD is
the system voltage. Fig. 12 shows the equivalent circuit model
of BLb, where MN303 is deemed as the read current source,
Iread , when the cell is selected to be accessed. Since eight
SRAM cells coupled with a share inverter, CBLb is formulated
as follows:
CBLb = 7 · Cload + Cpre + Cinv .

(2)

To ensure that the proposed compensation circuit will not
interfere the normal R/W operation, the charging time is
designed to be ten times smaller than the system clock period.
Therefore, (1) is rewritten to be the following equation:
i MP = CBLb × VDD ×

1
10 · f

(3)
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Fig. 12.

Equivalent circuit model of the bitlines.

Fig. 13.

DNM.

where f is the frequency of the system clock. Finally,
the size of MP303 and MP304 can be calculated by the
CMOS saturation current equation.
In this paper, since eight SRAM cells are coupled with
a shared inverter, which means 210 /8 = 128 groups of
compensation circuit are needed in this design.
D. Row/Column Decoder
Row and column decoders are necessary to access
the selected cell. The simplest decoder is composed of
NAND and NOR gates. A tree of two-input and three-input
NAND gates and inverters using static CMOS logic possessing
the lowest logical effort is used to build high fan-in gates
in the decoders. In addition, those gates in row decoder in
this design have two more inputs than those of the column
decoder.
E. Build-In Self-Test
A robust testing methodology is required for memory
designs to strengthen the reliability. A well-known basic
memory testing methodology is the BIST circuit. The BIST
circuit in this design is implemented based on
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Fig. 14. SNM. (a) All-PT-corner simulation results. (b) Worst case corner
simulation result (FF and 100 °C).

March C-algorithm [11]. March C-algorithm is a popular
testing algorithm, which has medium fault coverage and
complexity. It can detect stuck-at fault, transition fault,
address-decoder fault, and coupling fault. The complexity of
March C-algorithm is 10N, where N stands for the size of
the memory. The algorithm is outlined as follows:
{ (w0); ⇑ (r 0, w1); ⇑ (r 1, w0); ⇓ (r 0, w1);
⇓ (r 1, w0);  (r 0)}

(4)

where ⇑ represents up count, ⇓ represents down count,
 represents up or down count, r means read, and w means
write.
III. I MPLEMENTATION AND M EASUREMENT
A. Simulation Result
To ensure the functionality and performance of the
proposed SRAM cell, Figs. 13 and 14 show the dynamic noise
margin (DNM) and SNM of the proposed SRAM cell,
respectively, by simulations. The DNM is ∼0.3 V, which
means that the state of the stored bit will not be interfered
as long as the amplitude of the noise is lower than 0.3 V.
Fig. 14(a) shows the all-PT-corner simulation results of
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Fig. 17.

Die photo of the proposed SRAM.

Fig. 18.

Measurement environment and facility.

Fig. 19.

Measurement result of write/read operations.

Layout of the proposed design.

Improvement of power dissipation after compensation.

the SNM. Since the proposed SRAM cell is a single-ended
cell, Fig. 14(b) is not a traditional butterfly diagram, where
VQ and VQb are the voltages of nodes Q and Qb, respectively.
Besides, Fig. 14(b) shows the worst case of SNM, where the
minimal SNM is 353 mV at FF and 100 °C corner.
Fig. 15 shows the layout of the proposed SRAM. Fig. 16
shows the average power dissipation reduction in different
temperature and process corners. Notably, the power dissipation becomes bad at SS and FS corners, because the two pMOS
keepers in a compensation circuit are in slow corner (S), which
is turn slows down the read access. In summary, the mean
average power dissipation is reduced by 27.86%. Notably, the
overhead of the core area is only 3.64%.
B. Chip Measurement
Fig. 17 shows the die photo of the proposed SRAM. The
chip size is 568.05 × 668.035 µm2 . Since the whole chip

is covered by dummy metals, the core is not visible in this
photo.
Fig. 18 shows the measurement environment of the
proposed SRAM in the chip implementation Center, Taiwan.
The instrument we used to measure the chips is a system-on-achip (SoC) testing machine—ADVANTEST V93000 PS1600
Automatic Test System, which supports digital, analog, and
mixed-signal SoC testing. ACSII vector files, which are binary
testing patterns, have to be uploaded to the server before
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Fig. 20. Demonstration of the measured read delay compensation at 0.6 V
system voltage.
TABLE I
R EAD D ELAY M EASUREMENT R ESULTS

the testing. In this experiment, test files for the BIST test
and address counting write/read are used for the functional
test. After the file uploading, V93000 will start bonding test,
short-cut test, and then SoC function test.
Fig. 19 shows the write/read function test. The shown
testing process of the write/read function test is (w0, r 0)
then (w1, r 1). The starting address is 12’b000000000000 and
up counts every four clock cycles. Notably, the voltage level
of the output pin data_out is kept logic 1 during the write
access.
When our SRAM cells are suffered from leakages, the
compensation circuit will be activated to compensate the
delay during read 0 access. Fig. 20 shows the compensation
measurement result, where data_out is the output of the
uncompensated SRAM array, and data_out_t is compensated
by the compensation circuit. Notably, data_out_t is 96.7 ns
faster than data_out given a 0.5-MHz operating frequency
and 0.6 V system voltage. Table I shows the delay measurement results given 0.55–0.8 V system voltage, where delay_d
and delay_d_t denote the delays of data_out and data_out_t,
respectively. The delay reduction is 62.97% at 0.55 V
and 3.48% at 0.8 V. The read delay will be improved by
the current injected from the system voltage when the system
voltage is getting higher. Therefore, the advantage of delay
reduction by our compensation circuit becomes less dominant.
Notably, based on the following two reasons, the comparison
between the output of the 4- and 1-kb SRAM array is
considered fair.
1) Referring to Fig. 4, since the control circuit and the
decoder are shared, the delay from input signals to the
SRAM cells in each array is equal.
2) Fig. 21 shows the schematic of the proposed
SRAM array. Regarding the load of each node, the only

Fig. 21.

Schematic of the proposed SRAM array.

Fig. 22.

Shmoo plot of the proposed SRAM.

one difference between 4- and 1-kb SRAM array is the
output load of the transmission gate (TG). The amount
of the TGs in a 4-kb array is four times more than
that in a 1-kb array. However, the output load of the
SRAM arrays (about 20 pF, composed of pad, bonding
wire, and probe) is much larger than the total parasitic
capacitance of the transmission gates (about 29 × 0.5 fF
in 4 kb and 27 × 0.5 fF in 1 kb) such that the total
parasitic loads are negligible compared with the output
load. Therefore, the output load of the transmission gate
in 1- or 4-kb arrays is almost equal.
Fig. 22 shows the shmoo plot of the proposed SRAM,
where the x-axis is the operation frequency, which is between
14 and 74 MHz, and the y-axis is the supply voltage, which
is 550–650 mV. Therefore, the maximum operation frequency
of this design is 54 MHz provided that the system voltage
is 600 mV.
To compare the proposed SRAM with prior works,
a figure-of-merit (FOM) used in Table II is given
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TABLE II
P ERFORMANCE C OMPARISON

as follows:
Energy Core Area
FOM =
×
bit
Capability

(5)

which means FOM smaller, the better. Our design has
the best energy/access, and the second best operating
frequency.
IV. C ONCLUSION
A novel read delay compensation design for 5T low supply
voltage SRAM is presented in this paper. To demonstrate the effect of the proposed compensation design,
two SRAM arrays, 1 and 4 kb, are realized in one single
chip. The two SRAM arrays are composed of a single-ended
disturbfree 5T loadless SRAM cell optimized based on PDP.
The proposed compensation design is composed of a leakage
current sensor and a compensation circuit. The leakage current
sensor can sense the voltage drop caused by the leakage current. As soon as a warning signal issued by the leakage current
sensor is over a predefined threshold, the compensation circuit
speeds up the read operation. By the measurement results,
given 0.6 V system voltage, the read delay is reduced 54.88%
at the expense of 3.64% area overhead. The energy per
access is measured to be 0.9411 pJ with a 600-mV power
supply and a 54-MHz clock rate, which is the best up to
date.
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